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EXTREMUM SEEKING CONTROL WITH ACTUATOR

SATURATION CONTROL

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application

No. 60/950,314, filed July 17, 2007, which is incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety. This application hereby expressly incorporates by reference the entirety of: U.S.

Patent Application No. 11/699,859, filed January 30, 2007, entitled "Sensor-Free Optimal

Control of Air-Side Economizer;" and U.S. Patent Application No. 11/699,860, filed

January 30, 2007, entitled "Adaptive Real-Time Optimization Control."

BACKGROUND

[0002] The present application generally relates to extremum seeking control strategies.

The present application more particularly relates to regulating, via extremum seeking

control, the amount of air that is flowing through a heating, ventilation and air conditioning

(HVAC) system in order to reduce the amount of mechanical heating and cooling required

within an air-handling unit (AHU).

[0003] Extremum seeking control (ESC) is a class of self-optimizing control strategies

that can dynamically search for the unknown and/or time-varying inputs of a system for

optimizing a certain performance index. It can be considered a dynamic realization of

gradient searching through the use of dithering signals. The gradient of the system output

with respect to the system input is typically obtained by slightly perturbing the system

operation and applying a demodulation measure. Optimization of system performance can

be obtained by driving the gradient towards zero by using an integrator in the closed-loop

system. ESC is a non-model based control strategy, meaning that a model for the controlled

system is not necessary for ESC to optimize the system.

[0004] Typical ESCs utilize a closed-loop configuration in which a gradient is calculated

between the inputs to a plant and system performance. An integrator is then used in the

closed-loop system to drive the gradient to zero. A detrimental phenomenon known as

"integrator windup" may occur if the determined optimal reference point for the system is

mathematically outside of the operating range for the actuator, causing the optimal settings

for the actuator to correspond to an operating boundary. When the actuator cannot move to

the optimal setting determined by the ESC loop, a condition known as actuator saturation is



said to exist. For example, the optimal power consumption for an AHU utilizing an

extremum seeking controller may correspond to a damper opening of less than 0%, a

physical impossibility. When an actuator saturation condition exists, the integrator output

will continue to grow until the sign of the input to the integrator changes.

SUMMARY

[0005] The invention relates to a method for optimizing a control process for an actuator.

The method includes operating the control process using an extremum seeking control

strategy. The method further includes using an electronic circuit to compensate for an

actuator saturation condition of the extremum seeking control strategy.

[0006] The invention also relates to a controller for controlling an actuator. The controller

includes a processing circuit configured to operate the plant using an extremum seeking

control strategy. The processing circuit is further configured to compensate for an actuator

saturation condition of the extremum seeking control strategy.

[0007] The invention further relates to a controller configured for use with an air handling

unit having a temperature regulator and a damper effected by an actuator. The controller

includes a processing circuit configured to provide a first control signal to the temperature

regulator, the first control signal being based upon a setpoint. The processing circuit is

further configured to provide a second control signal to the actuator, the second control

signal being determined by an extremum seeking control loop. The processing circuit is yet

further configured to adjust the extremum seeking control loop to compensate for an

actuator saturation condition.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0008] The disclosure will become more fully understood from the following detailed

description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying figures, wherein like reference

numerals refer to like elements, in which:

[0009] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a building with an HVAC system, according to an

exemplary embodiment;

[0010] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an environmental control system having an AHU,

according to an exemplary embodiment;

[0011] FIG. 3 is a state diagram of an AHU utilizing an extremum seeking control

strategy, according to an exemplary embodiment;



[0012] FIG. 4A is a block diagram of an extremum seeking control loop configured to

limit the effects of an actuator saturation condition, according to an exemplary embodiment;

[0013] FIG. 4B is a block diagram of an extremum seeking control loop with a plurality of

measurements and is configured to limit the effects of an actuator saturation condition,

according to an exemplary embodiment;

[0014] FIG. 5A is a flow diagram of a process for limiting the effects of an actuator

saturation condition in an extremum seeking control loop by distinguishing between a state

in which the actuator is saturated and a state in which the actuator is not saturated,

according to an exemplary embodiment;

[0015] FIG. 5B is a flow diagram of a process for preventing and/or limiting the effects of

an actuator saturation condition in an extremum seeking control loop, according to an

exemplary embodiment;

[0016] FIG. 5C is a flow diagram of a process for limiting the effects of an actuator

saturation condition of an extremum seeking control loop using feedback from the actuator,

according to an exemplary embodiment;

[0017] FIG. 6 is a diagram of a filtering extremum seeking control loop configured with a

feedback loop to limit the effects of an actuator saturation condition, according to an

exemplary embodiment;

[0018] FIG. 7 is a diagram of an extremum seeking control loop for controlling an AHU,

according to an exemplary embodiment;

[0019] FIG. 8 is a diagram of a control system for an AHU configured to limit the effects

of an actuator saturation condition, according to an exemplary embodiment;

[0020] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the controller shown in FIG. 8, according to an

exemplary embodiment;

[0021] FIG. 10 is a flow diagram of a process for limiting the effects of an actuator

saturation condition in an extremum seeking control loop for an AHU, according to an

exemplary embodiment;

[0022] FIG. 1IA is a diagram of a switching ESC loop configured to limit the effects of

an actuator saturation condition, according to an exemplary embodiment; and

[0023] FIG. 1IB is a diagram of a self-driving ESC loop configured to limit the effects of

an actuator saturation condition, according to an exemplary embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS



[0024] Before turning to the figures, which illustrate the exemplary embodiments in

detail, it should be understood that the application is not limited to the details or

methodology set forth in the description or illustrated in the figures. It should also be

understood that the terminology is for the purpose of description only and should not be

regarded as limiting.

[0025] Referring generally to the figures, a controller is configured to control a plant

having an actuator using an extremum seeking control strategy. The extremum seeking

control strategy is configured to compensate for the effects of an actuator saturation

condition.

[0026] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a building 5 with an HVAC system, according to an

exemplary embodiment. As illustrated, building 5 has an air handling unit (AHU) 10.

AHU 10 is part of an HVAC system and is used to condition, chill, heat, and/or control the

environment of a room 12 in building 5 . The control system for AHU 10 utilizes extremum

seeking to provide economizer functionality by optimizing the flow of outdoor air into AHU

10 in order to minimize the power consumption of AHU 10. According to various other

exemplary embodiments, building 5 may contain more AHUs. Each AHU may be assigned

a zone (e.g., room 12, a set of rooms, part of a room, floor, set of floors, part of a floor, etc.)

of building 5 that the AHU is configured to affect (e.g., condition, cool, heat, ventilate, etc.).

Each zone assigned to an AHU may be further subdivided through the use of variable air

volume boxes or other HVAC configurations.

[0027] Referring now to FIG. 2, a schematic diagram of an environmental control system

400 having an AHU 430 is shown, according to an exemplary embodiment. Environment

control system 400 includes a workstation 402, a supervisory controller 404 (e.g., a network

automation engine (NAE)), and an AHU controller 410 which utilizes extremum seeking,

according to an exemplary embodiment. AHU controller 410 is coupled to supervisory

controller 404 via communications link 420. Workstation 402 and supervisory controller

404 are coupled via a communications bus 406. Communications bus 406 may be coupled

to additional sections or additional controllers, as well as other components utilized in

environment control system 400. Environment control system 400 may be a building
®

automation system such as a METASYS brand system manufactured by Johnson Controls,

Inc. According to other exemplary embodiments, system 400 may be a unitary system

having an AHU or another damper system.



[0028] In an exemplary embodiment, controller 410 is operatively associated with a

controlled air handling unit such as AHU 430. Controller 410 is configured to operate as a

finite state machine with the three states depicted in FIG. 3, wherein AHU 430 uses

extremum seeking logic when in state 503. A transition occurs from one state to another, as

indicated by the arrows, when a specified condition or set of conditions occurs. In an

exemplary embodiment, the operational data of AHU 430 is checked when controller 410 is

in a given state to determine whether a defined transition condition exists. A transition

condition is a function of the present state and may also refer to a specific time interval,

temperature condition, supply air condition and/or return air condition.

[0029] In an exemplary embodiment, a transition condition occurs when controller 410

remains in a given operating mode for a predetermined period of time without adequately

providing an output corresponding to a setpoint provided to the controller 410 by the

supervisory controller 404. For example, a transition condition occurs in a mechanical

cooling mode when the system is unable to provide an output of air at the desired

temperature within a reasonable amount of time.

[0030] In state 501, valve 442 for heating coil 440 is controlled to modulate the flow of

hot water, steam, or electricity to heating coil 440, thereby controlling the amount of energy

transferred to the air. This maintains the supply air temperature at the setpoint.

Dampers 460, 462, and 464 are positioned for a minimum flow rate of outdoor air and there

is no mechanical cooling, (i.e. chilled water valve 446 is closed). The minimum flow rate

of outdoor air is the least amount required for satisfactory ventilation to the supply duct 490.

For example, 20% of the air supplied to duct 490 is outdoor air. The condition for a

transition to state 502 is defined by the heating control signal remaining in the "No Heat

Mode." Such a mode occurs when valve 442 of heating coil 440 remains closed for a

defined period of time (i.e. heating of the supply air is not required during that period). This

transition condition can result from the outdoor temperature rising to a point at which the air

from the supply duct 490 does not need mechanical heating.

[0031] In state 502, dampers 460, 462, and 464 alone are used to control the supply air

temperature in supply duct 490 (i.e. no mechanical heating or cooling). In this state the

amount of outdoor air that is mixed with the return air from return duct 492 is regulated to

heat or cool the air being supplied via supply duct 490. Because there is no heating or

mechanical cooling, the inability to achieve the setpoint temperature results in a transition to

either state 501 or 503. A transition occurs to state 501 for mechanical heating when either

for a defined period of time the flow of outdoor air is less than that required for proper



ventilation or outdoor air inlet damper 464 remains in the minimum open position for a

given period of time. The finite state machine makes a transition from state 502 to state 503

for mechanical cooling upon the damper control remaining in the maximum outdoor air

position (e.g. 100% of the air supplied by the AHU is outdoor air) for a period of time.

[0032] In state 503, chilled water valve 446 for cooling coil 444 is controlled to modulate

the flow of chilled water and control the amount of energy removed from the air. At this

time, extremum seeking control is used to modulate dampers 460, 462, and 464 to introduce

an optimal amount of outdoor air into AHU 430. In an exemplary embodiment, a transition

occurs to state 502 when the mechanical cooling does not occur for the given period of time

(i.e. the cooling control is saturated in the no-cooling mode).

[0033] Referring further to FIG. 3, in state 501, heating with minimum outdoor air

required for ventilation is initiated. In cold climates, the initial state of control is a heating

with minimum outdoor air state 501. The system initiates in state 501 to minimize the

potential that cooling coil 444 and heating coil 440 could freeze. State 501 controls the

supply air temperature by modulating the amount of heat supplied from heating coil 440.

Dampers 460, 462, and 464 are controlled for minimum ventilation. In an exemplary

embodiment, a transition to state 502 occurs after the heating control signal has been at its

minimum value (no-heat position) for a fixed period of time.

[0034] In state 502, the system is utilizing outdoor air to provide free cooling to the

system. State 502 controls the supply air temperature by modulating dampers 460, 462, and

464 to adjust the mixing of outdoor air with return air. In an exemplary embodiment, a

transition to state 501 occurs after dampers 460, 462, and 464 have been at a minimum

ventilation requirement for a fixed period of time or the damper control signal is at a

minimum value for a fixed period of time. In an exemplary embodiment, a transition to

state 503 occurs after dampers 460, 462, and 464 have been controlled to supply 100%

outdoor air for a fixed period of time.

[0035] In state 503, the system utilizes mechanical cooling with an extremum seeking

control strategy to control dampers 460, 462, and 464. State 503 controls the supply air

temperature by modulating the flow rate of chilled water or refrigerant through cooling coil

444. An extremum seeking control strategy is used to determine the positions of dampers

460, 462, and 464 to minimize the amount of mechanical cooling required. An actuator

saturation condition may occur using a standard extremum seeking control strategy if the

optimum damper opening for a damper corresponds to a physical boundary on the operation

of the damper. Controller 410 has been adapted to limit the detrimental effects of an



actuator saturation condition. Ventilation requirements are set at a lower limit for the

amount of outside air in supply duct 490. In an exemplary embodiment, a transition to state

502 occurs after the control signal for cooling has been in the no-cooling command mode

for a fixed period of time.

[0036] Referring to FIG. 4A, a block diagram of an ESC loop 600 that compensates for an

actuator saturation condition is shown, according to an exemplary embodiment. A

controller 602 having extremum seeking control logic continually modifies its output in

response to changing measurement 621 received from plant 624 via input interface 604. A

plant in control theory is the combination of a process and one or more mechanically

controlled outputs. Measurements from the plant may include, but are not limited to,

information received from sensors about the state of the system or control signals sent to

other devices in the system. Input interface 604 provides measurement 621 to performance

gradient probe 612 to detect the performance gradient. Actuator saturation compensator

614 then adjusts ESC loop 600 to compensate if an actuator saturation condition is present

in plant 624. Manipulated variable updater 616 produces an updated manipulated variable

620 based upon the performance gradient and any compensation provided by actuator

saturation compensator 614. In an exemplary embodiment, manipulated variable updater

616 includes an integrator to drive the performance gradient to zero. Manipulated variable

updater 616 then provides an updated manipulated variable 620 to plant 624 via output

interface 606.

[0037] Referring to FIG. 4B, a block diagram of an extremum seeking control loop with a

plurality of measurements and configured to limit the effects of actuator saturation is

shown, according to an exemplary embodiment. ESC loop 601 contains many of the

functions and structures of ESC loop 600 (FIG. 4A), but utilizes a plurality of

measurements 622 to determine a performance index. Controller 603 receives

measurements 622 from plant 600 via input interface 604. A performance index is

calculated by performance index calculator 610 using measurements 622. The performance

index is a mathematical representation of the system performance of ESC loop 601 using

measurements 622. Performance gradient probe 612 receives the performance index from

performance index calculator 610 to detect the performance gradient. Actuator saturation

compensator 614 then adjusts ESC loop 601 if an actuator saturation condition is present in

plant 624. Manipulated variable updater 616 produces an updated manipulated variable 620

based upon the performance gradient and any compensation provided by actuator saturation

compensator 614. In an exemplary embodiment, manipulated variable updater 616 includes



an integrator to drive the performance gradient to zero. Manipulated variable updater 616

then provides an updated manipulated variable 620 to plant 624 via output interface 606.

[0038] Referring to FIG. 5A, a flow diagram is shown of a process 719 for limiting the

effects of an actuator saturation condition in an ESC loop, according to an exemplary

embodiment. In this embodiment, extremum seeking control is provided to a plant in step

720. During extremum seeking control, the ESC controller distinguishes between a state in

which the actuator is saturated and a state in which the actuator is not saturated (step 722).

In an exemplary embodiment, step 722 can be achieved by comparing the manipulated

variable designated by the extremum seeking control strategy to a range of control signals

that correspond to the physical range of actuator positions. For example, the extremum

seeking controller may contain a memory module that stores information on the physical

limits of the actuator. In another exemplary embodiment, the controller can be configured

to receive input data from a position sensor that provides data on the position of the actuator

to detect an actuator saturation condition. If an actuator saturation condition is detected, the

saturation condition is removed and the control loop is updated (step 724). The saturation

condition can be removed by reducing the control parameters sent to the actuator to those

within the range corresponding to the physical limits of operation for the actuator.

Alternatively, the control system can be turned off for a period of time if an actuator

saturation condition is detected. Turning the control system off and on again can have the

effect of reinitializing the ESC loop, thereby preventing the integrator from continuing to

wind up.

[0039] FIG. 5B is a flow diagram of a process 700 for preventing and/or limiting the

effects of an actuator saturation condition of an ESC loop. Process 700 is shown to include

receiving a measurement from the plant (step 702). A plant in control theory is the

combination of a process and an actuator. In an exemplary embodiment, the algorithm for

the extremum seeking system utilizes a single input measurement from the plant. The

algorithm may also have a plurality of input measurements. In an exemplary embodiment

for an HVAC system, measurements may include inputs from temperature sensors,

humidity sensors, air flow sensors, damper positioning sensors or may reflect power

consumption. Process 700 is further shown to include probing for a performance gradient

(step 706). In an exemplary embodiment, probing for a performance gradient may entail

using a dither signal and demodulation signal in the closed-loop system to determine the

performance gradient. Process 700 further includes utilizing an integrator to drive the

performance gradient to zero (step 708). An actuator saturation condition is then detected



and the condition is removed (step 710), altering the manipulated variable that is passed to

the plant (step 712).

[0040] In FIG. 5C, a flow diagram of a process 800 for limiting the effects of an actuator

saturation condition of an ESC loop using feedback from the actuator is shown, according to

an exemplary embodiment. In this embodiment, no logical determination is necessary to

detect the presence of an actuator saturation condition because a feedback loop

automatically corrects for this condition. Process 800 includes the steps characteristic of an

extremum seeking controller including: receiving a measurement from the plant (step 702),

probing for a performance gradient (step 706), using an integrator to drive the gradient to

zero (step 708) and updating the manipulated variable to the plant (step 712). Steps 702,

706, 708 and 712 can be performed in the same manner as outlined for process 700 in FIG.

5B. Process 800 further includes calculating the difference between the input and output

signals to the actuator (step 812). The difference between the input and output signals to the

actuator remains zero unless the actuator is saturated. Process 800 is further shown to pass

the resulting difference signal from step 812 into an amplifier (step 814). The amplified

difference signal from step 812 is then passed back to step 708 and combined with the

output of step 706 to form a new input to the integrator of step 708 (step 816). This

prevents the integrator in step 708 from winding up and the extremum system from

becoming unable to adapt to changes in the optimum operating condition.

[0041] In FIG. 6, a filtering ESC loop 970 configured to limit the effects of an actuator

saturation condition is shown, according to an exemplary embodiment. Filtering extremum

seeking controls determine a performance gradient through the use of a high-pass filter, a

demodulation signal, a low-pass filter, and a dither signal. An integrator is used to drive the

performance gradient to zero in order to optimize the closed-loop system. In an exemplary

embodiment, filtering ESC loop 970 utilizes a feedback loop in order to limit the effects of

an actuator saturation condition. Plant 95 1 can be represented mathematically as a

combination of linear input dynamics 950, nonlinear performance map 952, and linear

output dynamics 954. The actual mathematical model for plant 95 1 does not need to be

known in order to apply ESC and is illustrative only. Input dynamics 950 produce a

function signal 'x' which is passed to nonlinear performance map 952. The output of the

performance map 952 is then passed to output dynamics 954 to provide an output signal 'z'.

ESC loop 970 seeks to find a value for 'x' that minimizes the output of the performance

map 952, thereby also minimizing output signal 'z'. As an illustrative example only, output

signal 'z' may be represented as the expression:



z = f(x) = (x - xopt)
2 + 2

where f(x) represents the performance map and xopt represents the value at which f(x) is

minimized. The actual representative formula of a performance map in an ESC loop is

system and application specific. Output signal 'z' is passed through linear output dynamics

954 to produce signal "z"', which is received by the extremum seeking controller.

[0042] A performance gradient signal is produced by first perturbing the system by adding

dither signal 966 to ESC loop 970 at processing element 959. The return signal "z"' is then

used to detect the performance gradient through the use of high-pass filter 956, a

demodulation signal 958 combined with (e.g., multiplied by) the output of high-pass filter

956 at processing element 957, and low-pass filter 960. The performance gradient is a

function of the difference between 'x' and 'xopt ' - The gradient signal is provided as an input

to integrator 964 to drive the gradient to zero, thereby optimizing ESC loop 970.

[0043] Feedback from actuator block 968 has been added to ESC loop 970 to limit the

effects of an actuator saturation condition. The difference between the input and output

signals for the actuator controlled by ESC loop 970 is calculated at processing element 971.

Actuator block 968 is representative of the input and output signals for the actuator. In an

exemplary embodiment, processing element 971 computes the difference between the signal

sent to the actuator and a measurement taken at the actuator that is indicative of the physical

output of the actuator. The difference signal produced by processing element 971 is then

amplified by a gain 972 and added to the input of integrator 964 at processing element 962,

thereby limiting the input to integrator 964 and preventing the integrator from winding up.

In another exemplary embodiment, processing element 971 is implemented as software and

compares the signal outputted to the actuator to a stored range of values corresponding to

the physical limits of the actuator.

[0044] In FIG. 7, an ESC loop 76 to control an AHU is shown, in an exemplary

embodiment. ESC loop 76 has been adapted to compensate for an actuator saturation

condition using feedback from actuator 850. The AHU includes a temperature regulator 80,

a temperature regulator system controller 90, a damper actuator 850 and damper 852.

Temperature regulator 80 may be any mechanism used to alter air temperature. This may

include, but is not limited to, cooling coils, heating coils, steam regulators, chilled water

regulators or air compressors. In an exemplary embodiment, temperature regulator 80

lowers the temperature of the air. Temperature regulator system controller 90 maintains a

supply air temperature at a setpoint 92 by adjusting the position of chilled water valve 446



of cooling coil 444 (FIG. 2). Actuator 850 maintains the damper 852 to provide between

0% and 100% outside air.

[0045] A control loop consisting of temperature regulator system controller 90,

temperature regulator 80, and temperature sensor 480 controls the amount of mechanical

cooling in the AHU, according to an exemplary embodiment. Temperature regulator

system controller 90 receives a setpoint supply air temperature 92 from a supervisory

controller 404 (FIG. 2), according to an exemplary embodiment. Temperature regulator

system controller 90 also receives measurements from temperature sensor 480, which

measures the temperature of the air supplied by the AHU to the building. Temperature

regulator system controller 90 compares the setpoint temperature to the measured

temperature and adjusts the amount of mechanical cooling provided by temperature

regulator 80 to achieve the setpoint supply air temperature 92.

[0046] ESC loop 76 is connected to the temperature regulator control loop in order to

control damper 852, which regulates the amount of outdoor air into the AHU. In an

exemplary embodiment, ESC loop 76 determines an optimum setting for actuator 850 in

order to maximize the use of outdoor air for cooling, thereby minimizing the power

consumption of the temperature regulator 80. The performance gradient for ESC loop 76 is

detected through the combination of a dither signal 62 added to ESC loop 76 at processing

element 67, high pass filter 86, a demodulator 69 that uses demodulation signal 60, and low

pass filter 64. Integrator 98 serves to drive the detected gradient to zero. Control

parameters from integrator 98 are passed on to actuator 850 to regulate damper 852, thereby

controlling the amount of outside air utilized by the AHU. The outside air and/or air from

other sources (e.g. return air) is combined with the air treated by temperature regulator 80

and provided to the zone serviced by the AHU. Temperature sensor 480 measures the air

supplied by the AHU and provides temperature information to temperature regulator system

controller 90.

[0047] The effects of an actuator saturation condition in ESC loop 76 are limited using

feedback from the input and output signals to actuator 850. The difference between the

input and output signals to actuator 850 is calculated by processing element 68. The

difference signal that results from the operation at processing element 68 remains zero

unless the damper actuator 850 becomes saturated. The difference signal is then amplified

by amplifier 66 and fed back into the input of integrator 98 at processing element 96,

thereby limiting the input to integrator 98 and preventing integrator 98 from winding up.

Preventing integrator windup also prevents ESC loop 76 from becoming unable to adapt to



changes in the optimal setting for actuator 850. It should be appreciated that the functions

of ESC loop 76 can be implemented as an electronic circuit or as software stored within a

digital processing circuit.

[0048] Referring now to FIG. 8, a diagram of a control system for an AHU configured to

limit the effects of an actuator saturation condition is shown, according to an exemplary

embodiment. AHU controller 410 receives a temperature setpoint from supervisory

controller 404. The temperature setpoint is used to drive a control loop including a

temperature regulator system controller 90, a temperature regulator system 952 and a

temperature sensor 480. Temperature regulator system controller 90 compares the

temperature measured by temperature sensor 480 to that of the setpoint temperature

provided by supervisory controller 404. A temperature regulator command signal is then

sent from control 90 to temperature regulator system 952 to provide mechanical heating or

cooling to drive the temperature of the air supplied by the AHU to that of the setpoint.

[0049] AHU controller 410 also contains an ESC loop 860 to control the position of

outdoor air damper 852 via actuator 850. ESC loop 860 is coupled to the temperature

regulator control loop in order to minimize the power consumption of the temperature

regulator system 952. In an exemplary embodiment, ESC loop 860 searches for a setting

for the damper opening that minimizes the power consumed by temperature regulator

system 952 by making use of outdoor air. A performance gradient probe 862 detects a

difference between the optimal settings for damper 852 and the current settings for damper

852. In an exemplary embodiment, performance gradient probe 862 utilizes a high pass

filter, a demodulation signal, a low pass filter and a dither signal to detect the performance

gradient. Integration of the gradient produces an actuator command signal to drive the

actuator 850 to its optimal setting. Actuator 850 receives the actuator command signal and

regulates damper 852, controlling the flow of outside air into the AHU.

[0050] The effects of an actuator saturation condition are limited in AHU controller 410

by computing the difference between the actuator command signal sent from integrator 98

and the output of actuator 850. The output of actuator 850 is fed back to ESC loop 860 and

combined with the actuator command signal at element 68. Element 68 performs the

mathematical operation of subtracting the actuator command signal from the actuator

feedback signal. The difference signal produced by element 68 is then amplified by a gain

at amplifier 66 and added to the input to integrator 98 at processing element 96. If the

damper actuator 850 is saturated, the difference signal is nonzero, limiting the input to

integrator 98 to prevent integrator windup.



[0051] Referring to FIG. 9, a block diagram of the controller 410 in FIG. 8 is shown,

according to an exemplary embodiment. Controller 410 is shown to include a processing

circuit 418. Processing circuit 418 is shown to include processor 414 and memory 416.

Processing circuit 418 may be communicably coupled with fan control output 456, chilled

water valve output 454, heating valve output 452, actuator command 458, temperature input

450 and communications port 412. According to various exemplary embodiments,

processing circuit 418 may be a general purpose processor, an application specific

processor, a circuit containing one or more processing components, a group of distributed

processing components, a group of distributed computers configured for processing, etc.

Processor 414 may be or include any number of components for conducting data processing

and/or signal processing.

[0052] Memory 416 (e.g., memory unit, memory device, storage device, etc.) may be one

or more devices for storing data and/or computer code for completing and/or facilitating the

various processes described in the present disclosure, including that of using extremum

seeking logic to control an AHU. Memory 416 may include a volatile memory and/or a

non-volatile memory. Memory 416 may include database components, object code

components, script components, and/or any other type of information structure for

supporting the various activities described in the present disclosure. According to an

exemplary embodiment, any distributed and/or local memory device of the past, present, or

future may be utilized with the systems and methods of this disclosure. According to an

exemplary embodiment, memory 416 is communicably connected to processor 414 (e.g.,

via a circuit or other connection) and includes computer code for executing one or more

processes described herein. Memory 416 may include various data regarding the operation

of a control loop (e.g., previous setpoints, previous behavior patterns regarding energy used

to adjust a current value to a setpoint, etc.).

[0053] In an exemplary embodiment, the functions of controller 410, as depicted in FIG.

8, may be implemented as software stored within memory 416 of processing circuit 418.

Supervisory controller 404 provides a setpoint to controller 410 through communication

port 412. Temperature sensor 480 (FIG. 8) provides temperature input 450 to controller

410, which compares the measured temperature to the setpoint temperature. In an

exemplary embodiment, a temperature regulator command is sent to chilled water valve

output 454 to cool the air within the AHU. Extremum seeking control strategy 860 can be

used to control actuator 850 for damper 852 via actuator command 458. In an exemplary

embodiment, feedback from the actuator can be achieved through the use of a physical



signal received from a damper position sensor. In another exemplary embodiment, memory

416 can store information on the physical limits for actuator 850 to detect an actuator

saturation condition. In yet another exemplary embodiment, detection of an actuator

saturation condition may cause the input to the integrator 98 to be limited (FIG. 8).

[0054] In FIG. 10, a flow diagram of a process 1000 for limiting the effects of an actuator

saturation condition in an extremum seeking control loop for an AHU is shown, according

to an exemplary embodiment. In an exemplary embodiment, process 1000 can be

implemented as software stored within the memory of AHU controller 410. In another

exemplary embodiment, process 1000 can be implemented as an analog circuit. Process

1000 includes the steps characteristic of an extremum seeking control strategy including:

receiving a measurement from the temperature regulator control loop (step 1002), probing

for a performance gradient (step 1006), using an integrator to drive the gradient to zero (step

1008) and updating the manipulated variable sent to the damper actuator (step 1010).

Process 1000 further includes calculating the difference between the input and output

signals to the actuator (step 1012). The difference between the input and output signals to

the actuator remains zero unless the actuator is saturated. Process 1000 is further shown to

pass the resulting difference signal from step 1012 into an amplifier (step 1014). The

amplified difference signal from step 1014 is then passed back to step 1008 and combined

with the output of step 1006 to form a new input to step 1008. This prevents the integrator

in step 1008 from winding up and the extremum system from becoming unable to adapt to

changes in the optimum operating condition.

[0055] Referring to FIGS. 1IA-B, alternative extremum seeking control strategies are

shown utilizing actuator feedback to minimize the effects of an actuator saturation

condition. The feedback loops are configured to compute a difference between an actuator

input and output, amplify the difference and then feed the amplified signal back into the

input to an integrator. One skilled in the art would appreciate that the structures and

functions listed herein could be implemented via software or as an electronic processing

circuit. For example, integration of a signal can be achieved through the use of a

microprocessor running software or through an integrator circuit using an op-amp.

[0056] In FIG. 1IA, a switching ESC loop 922 configured to limit the effects of an

actuator saturation condition is shown, according to an exemplary embodiment. A

switching ESC loop utilizes a flip-flop to provide a signal to an integrator and the integrator

drives this signal to zero in order to optimize the system. The presence of the integrator can

result in a windup condition if the actuator controlled by the ESC becomes saturated. In an



exemplary embodiment, switching ESC loop 922 has been configured with a feedback loop

to limit the effects of an actuator saturation condition. ESC loop 922 controls plant 903, the

plant being mathematically represented by linear input dynamics 902, nonlinear

performance map 904, and linear output dynamics 906. Input dynamics 902 produce a

function signal 'x' which is passed to nonlinear performance map 904. The output of the

performance map 904 is then passed to output dynamics 906 to provide an output signal 'z'.

Output signal 'z' is modified by output dynamics 906 to produce a return signal 'z" to the

extremum seeking controller. ESC loop 922 seeks to find a value for 'x' that minimizes the

output of performance map 904, thereby also minimizing output signal 'z'. As an

illustrative example only, output signal 'z' maybe represented as the expression:

Z = f(x) = (x - Xopt) + 2

where f(x) represents the performance map and xopt represents the value at which f(x) is

minimized. The derivative of 'z' is then taken with respect to time at differentiator 908 and

used as an input to a flip-flop based control 910 with some hysteresis. The flip-flop of

circuit 910 is configured such that the change over associated with a negative value of the

output derivative causes the flip-flop to change states. In one embodiment, a J-K flip-flop

can be used with the hysteresis output driving the clock of the flip-flop. The output of

circuit 910 is then integrated by integrator 912 and fed to the actuator of plant 903.

Saturation block 914 mathematically represents the actuator of plant 903 with an input

corresponding to the manipulated variable produced by ESC loop 922 and an output

corresponding to the output of the actuator.

[0057] The effects of an actuator saturation condition at saturation block 914 are limited

through the use of a feedback loop. The difference between the input and output signals for

saturation block 914 is calculated at processing element 916. The difference signal is then

amplified by a gain 918 and combined with the input to integrator 912 at processing element

920 to prevent wind-up in integrator 912.

[0058] Referring next to FIG. 1IB, a self-driving ESC loop 924 configured to limit the

effects of an actuator saturation condition is shown, according to an exemplary

embodiment. Self-driving ESCs operate by first determining a gradient signal. The

gradient signal in a self-driving ESC loop is calculated by dividing the derivative of the

input to the performance map with respect to time by the derivative of the output of the

system's output characteristics with respect to time. An integrator is then used to drive the

gradient to zero in order to optimize the closed-loop system. In an exemplary embodiment,

self-driving ESC loop 924 has been configured with a feedback loop to limit the effects of



an actuator saturation condition. ESC loop 924 contains plant 931, mathematically

represented as a combination of linear input dynamics 930, nonlinear performance map 932,

and linear output dynamics 934. Similar to FIG. 9A, input dynamics 930 receive a

manipulated variable from the extremum seeking controller to produce a signal 'x', which is

used as an input to performance map 932. ESC loop 924 seeks to produce a value for 'x'

which minimizes the output 'z' of performance map 932. The output 'z' of performance

map 932 passes through output dynamics 934 to produce return signal 'z", which is

measured by the extremum seeking controller. The derivative of signal 'z" with respect to

time is taken at differentiator 936 and provided to divider 938. The derivative of the

manipulated variable sent to plant 93 1 with respect to time is taken at differentiator 937 and

also provided to divider 938. Divider 938 produces a gradient signal corresponding to

dz'/dx, which is provided as an input to integrator 940 in order to drive the gradient to zero.

The effects of an actuator saturation condition are limited using a feedback loop. Similar to

saturation block 914 (FIG. 1IA), saturation block 942 mathematically represents the

actuator of plant 931 with an input corresponding to the manipulated variable produced by

ESC loop 924 and an output corresponding to the output of the actuator. The difference

between the input and output signals for the actuator is calculated at processing element

944. The difference signal is then amplified by a gain 946 and combined with the input to

integrator 940 at processing element 948 to prevent wind-up in integrator 940.

[0059] The construction and arrangement of the systems and methods as shown in the

various exemplary embodiments are illustrative only. Although only a few embodiments

have been described in detail in this disclosure, many modifications are possible. All such

modifications are intended to be included within the scope of the present disclosure. The

order or sequence of any process or method steps may be varied or re-sequenced according

to alternative embodiments. Other substitutions, modifications, changes, and omissions

may be made in the design, operating conditions and arrangement of the exemplary

embodiments without departing from the scope of the present disclosure.

[0060] The actuator saturation control described in the present application could be

applied to many different HVAC setups. For example, one or a plurality of dampers may be

used to control airflow throughout and/or within the AHU. An extremum seeking control

strategy can be used to control the one or more dampers to minimize power consumption by

the AHU. Referring back to FIG. 2, the amount of air utilized to reduce power consumption

by the AHU can be regulated by a combination of exhaust damper 460, recirculation air

damper 462, and outdoor air inlet damper 464. For example, if θex , θre, and θout represent



the fraction of fully open position of dampers 460, 462, and 464, respectively, the damper

positions can be interrelated as follows:

θre = 1 - θex

Wout 1 - re ~~ ex

In this example, the relationship between the damper openings is such that ESC can be used

to optimize the control of any damper, because optimization of one damper opening leads to

the optimization of all damper openings.

[0061] In yet another exemplary embodiment, one or more dampers may have fixed

positions while other damper openings are variable and interrelated. In this embodiment,

the damper positions for dampers 460, 462, and 464 may be as follows:

θout = 1, θex = manipulated variable from the ESC, and θre = 1 - θex

In this example, the ESC is used to optimize the control of damper 460 to minimize the

power consumption of the AHU, while outdoor air inlet damper 464 remains fully open and

damper 462 varies based on damper 460. ESC can therefore be used to optimize any

combination of fixed position dampers and interrelated variable position dampers in an

AHU, where ESC is used to control one or more of the variable position dampers.

[0062] ESC can also directly control more than one damper at a time. For example,

multiple ESC controllers may be used to control a plurality of independent dampers.

Alternatively, a single ESC controller with multiple inputs can be used to regulate a

plurality of independent dampers. The dampers in an AHU controlled by the extremum

seeking control strategy may include, but are not limited to, outside air inlet dampers,

recirculation air dampers, exhaust dampers, or a combination thereof.

[0063] Embodiments within the scope of the present disclosure include program products

comprising machine-readable media for carrying or having machine-executable instructions

or data structures stored thereon. Such machine-readable media can be any available media

that can be accessed by a general purpose or special purpose computer or other machine

with a processor. By way of example, such machine-readable media can comprise RAM,

ROM, EPROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or

other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium which can be used to carry or store

desired program code in the form of machine-executable instructions or data structures and

which can be accessed by a general purpose or special purpose computer or other machine

with a processor. When information is transferred or provided over a network or another

communications connection (either hardwired, wireless, or a combination of hardwired or

wireless) to a machine, the machine properly views the connection as a machine-readable



medium. Thus, any such connection is properly termed a machine-readable medium.

Combinations of the above are also included within the scope of machine-readable media.

Machine-executable instructions comprise, for example, instructions and data which cause a

general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or special purpose processing

machines to perform a certain function or group of functions.

[0064] It should be noted that although the figures may show a specific order of method

steps, the order of the steps may differ from what is depicted. Also two or more steps may

be performed concurrently or with partial concurrence. Such variations will depend on the

software and hardware systems chosen and on designer choice. All such variations are

within the scope of the disclosure. Likewise, software implementations could be

accomplished with standard programming techniques with rule based logic and other logic

to accomplish the various connection steps, processing steps, comparison steps and decision

steps.



What is claimed is:

1. A method for optimizing a control process for an actuator, the method comprising:

operating the control process using an extremum seeking control strategy; and

using an electronics circuit to compensate for an actuator saturation condition of the

extremum seeking control strategy.

2 . The method as recited in Claim 1, further comprising:

receiving a feedback signal from the actuator;

comparing the feedback signal to a control signal sent to the actuator;

subtracting the control signal from the feedback signal to obtain a difference signal;

amplifying the difference signal to exaggerate the difference signal; and

providing the amplified difference signal to an input of the extremum seeking

control strategy to override previously determined optimum control parameters.

3 . The method as recited in Claim 2, further comprising:

receiving the amplified difference signal at the input of the extremum seeking

control strategy; and

providing the amplified difference signal to an integrator configured to reduce a

performance gradient.

4 . The method as recited in Claim 1, further comprising:

actively distinguishing the actuator saturation condition from a state in which the

actuator is not saturated.

5 . The method as recited in Claim 4, further comprising:

resetting the extremum seeking control strategy when the actuator saturation

condition is actively distinguished.

6 . The method as recited in Claim 1, further comprising:

retrieving physical boundaries for the actuator from memory; and

detecting the actuator saturation condition using the physical boundaries.



7 . A controller for controlling an actuator, the controller comprising:

a processing circuit configured to operate the plant using an extremum seeking

control strategy and to compensate for an actuator saturation condition of the extremum

seeking control strategy.

8. The controller of Claim 7, further comprising:

an input configured to receive a feedback signal from the actuator; and

an output configured to send a control signal to the actuator;

wherein the processing circuit is further configured to subtract the control signal

from the feedback signal to obtain a difference signal and wherein the processing circuit is

further configured to provide the difference signal to logic of the processing circuit for

providing the extremum seeking control strategy, the difference signal to override

previously determined optimal control parameters.

9 . The controller of Claim 8, further comprising:

amplifying the difference signal prior to providing the difference signal to the logic

of the processing circuit for providing the extremum seeking control strategy.

10. The controller of Claim 8, wherein the logic of the processing circuit for providing

the extremum seeking control strategy comprises an integrator configured to reduce a

performance gradient, and wherein the integrator is configured to receive the difference

signal as an input.

11. The controller of Claim 8, wherein the processing circuit is further configured to

actively distinguish the actuator saturation condition from a state in which the actuator is

not saturated.

12. The controller of Claim 11, wherein the processing circuit is further configured to

reset the extremum seeking control strategy when the actuator saturation condition is

actively distinguished.



13. The controller of Claim 8, wherein the processing circuit further comprises:

memory storing physical boundary information for the actuator;

wherein the processing circuit is configured to retrieve the physical boundary

information from memory and to detect the actuator saturation condition using the retrieved

physical boundary information.

14. The controller of Claim 8, wherein the processing circuit comprises a processor and

a memory device communicably coupled to the processor, the memory device storing

computer code for operating the plant using the extremum seeking control strategy and

computer code for compensating for the actuator saturation condition of the extremum

seeking control strategy.

15. A controller configured for use with an air handling unit having a temperature

regulator and a damper effected by an actuator, the controller comprising:

a processing circuit configured to:

provide a first control signal to the temperature regulator, the first control

signal based upon a setpoint;

provide a second control signal to the actuator, the second control signal

determined by an extremum seeking control loop; and

adjust the extremum seeking control loop to compensate for an actuator

saturation condition.
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